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Justice Committee 
 

Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Bill – Stage 2 
 

Written submission from Jane Scoular, Jane Pitcher, Dr Jo Phoenix, 
Dr Maggie O’Neill, Dr Teela Sanders, Professor Phil Hubbard 

 
We write in relation to the proposed amendments to section 34 of the Criminal 
Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Bill which seek to criminalise the purchasing 
of sex and related activities in Scotland. Given that these proposals were 
carefully considered and rejected by the Expert Committee on Prostitution in 
2004, we are concerned to see their reappearance in the form of a late 
amendment to a more general bill. We write to urge the Committee to engage 
in a more extensive consultation over the amendment, a more detailed debate 
and create a more research and evidence- informed strategy of reform for the 
issues arising from prostitution. 
  
The proposal to criminalise commercial sexual transactions represents a 
radical change to the criminal law in this area. No Parliament in the UK has 
ever taken such a step, particularly one that is not well supported by either 
public opinion or academic evidence from the UK or abroad.  
 
It is important to clarify issues and avoid unnecessary polarisation on this 
issue. We fully support the intended aims of section 34 that is: to promote the 
safety of women and children, to address issues of vulnerability, to improve 
the welfare of those in prostitution and to create viable alternatives to selling 
sex. We do, however, question whether these aims can be achieved through 
the ‘seemingly’ simple solution of criminalising the purchase of sex and 
related activities and/or through the introduction of interventions which target 
the individual and leave the wider economic and social context of that 
individual untouched.  
 
Prostitution, like drug and alcohol abuse, is multi-faceted and multi-factorial. 
Research from across a range of settings has indicated that simply 
criminalising one side of such a profoundly complex social issue will not solve 
the problems that the proposal is attempting to solve. Criminalising the 
purchase of sex has not, so far, produced any conclusively tangible effects in 
terms increasing the safety of women, or decreasing levels of male violence 
and exploitation in prostitution. There are only a small number of international 
comparators and these are with countries with distinctive cultural and social 
contexts. It is extremely difficult to measure the impact since much research 
has been ex post facto, but what credible research there is suggests 
displacement of sex work and further threats to the safety of workers1.   

                                                 
1 Kulick, D (2003) ‘Sex in the new Europe: The criminalization of clients and Swedish fear of 
penetration. Anthropological Theory 3(2):199-21; Scoular, J (2004b) ‘Criminalising ‘Punters’: 
evaluating the Swedish position on prostitution’ Journal of Social Welfare and Family Law 
26:195-210) Hubbard, P.J., Matthews, R. And Scoular, J. Regulating the Spaces of Sex 
Work: Assessing the Impact of Prostitution Law ESRC (June 2005- Nov 2006) and  (2008) 
'Re-regulating sex work in the EU: prostitute women and the new spaces of exception' 
Gender Place Culture 15:2, 137-152.  
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Research literature from within the UK would indicate that attempts to further 
regulate or control the more troubling aspects of prostitution through the use 
of powers of criminalisation (of women or of the men who buy sex): (i) will 
result in displacement of prostitution (geographically or temporally) (cf WHAT 
WORKS); (ii) can potentially drive prostitution underground as women shift 
the patterns and places they sell sex away from places most likely to be 
policed, making women more reliant on third parties and engendering even 
more risky behaviours in the women; (iii) will not be easily enforceable and 
may prove extremely costly to enforce what is only a low level criminal charge 
and (iv) will not achieve the stated aims of the change in law.  Criminalising 
the purchase of sex does nothing to ameliorate the social stigma and 
marginalisation that research has amply demonstrated produces many of the 
negative consequences of prostitution2. More than anything else, criminalising 
the purchase of sex and using increased criminal justice interventions is a 
very blunt tool when the overall objective is to increase gender equality and 
social justice3.  
 
Given the complexity of prostitution and the difficulties of enforcing such a 
law, the real consequence of section 34 is likely to be only symbolic at best 
i.e. it will send a message. At worst, by assuming that the economic, social, 
welfare, educational, health and psychological factors of prostitution can be 
reduced to the issue of male power alone, the proposal to criminalise the 
purchasing of sex works to marginalise possible alternative political and legal 
strategies that might be more effective in achieving safety, security, equality 
and social justice for people in prostitution. One issue that tends to be 
forgotten in the political discussions is that two hundred years of research also 
tells us that for many women the choice is to engage in prostitution, as risky 
as it is, is at times a better choice. For some women, the choices are as stark 
as selling sex, shoplifting, stealing and/or robbery. Criminalising the purchase 
of sex will not stop women selling sex. It could, as research would indicate, 
lead to more ‘legitimate’, less violent or abusive purchasers of sex being 
harder for these women to find.  
 
Given the equivocal nature of this evidence and the seriousness of the issue, 
it is one which requires much wider consultation and research-based 
evidence than this forum provides, given the range of other measures the 
committee will have to consider.  
  
Notably, similar proposals were made but not pursued in England and Wales 
in ‘Paying the Price’ and ‘A Co-ordinated Strategy’ which was met with a 
                                                                                                                                            
 
2 Sanders, T and Campbell, R (2007) ‘Designing out vulnerability, building in respect: 
violence, safety and sex work policy’ British Journal of Sociology 58: 1,pp1-19; Hubbard, P 
and Scoular,J (2009) 'Making the dangerous more dangerous?: The contradictions of British 
street prostitution policy' in Canter, D. (Ed) Safer Sex In the City (Ashgate, Aldershot);). 
3 Scoular, J and O'Neill, M (2008) 'Legal Incursions into Supply/ Demand: Criminalising & 
Responsibilising the Buyers and Sellers of Sex' in Munro, V & Della Giusta, M (eds) 
Demanding Sex: Critical Reflections on the Regulation of Prostitution (Ashgate, Aldershot); 
Scoular, J and O'Neill, M (2007) 'Regulating Prostitution: Social Inclusion, Responsibilisation 
and the Politics of Prostitution Reform' British Journal of Criminology 47(5) 764-778. 
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substantial body of criticism from some of the leading academic experts in the 
field4. Concerns were expressed specifically about the use of criminal law to 
tackle a complex issue of social inequality, the introduction of compulsory 
orders designed to exit women from prostitution and the lack of consultation 
with sex workers as stakeholders. These important issues do not appear to 
have been taken into account in formulating these most recent proposals, 
which have not been widely debated.  
  
We would urge the Justice Committee to engage in a more extensive 
consultation with all key stakeholders which would presumably help to 
broaden out the current narrow focus of reform into a more inclusive, 
research-informed reform strategy. We would urge the committee to make a 
careful balanced assessment of this complex area before undertaking steps 
that are not based in credible authoritative, peer-reviewed research, arise 
from a weak consensus and will result in harmful consequences.  
  
Finally we should add that all of these points are supported by research 
evidence which we would be happy to present to the committee. 
 
 
Jane Scoular, Reader in Law, University of Strathclyde 
Jane Pitcher, Independent Social Researcher 
Dr Jo Phoenix, Reader in Criminology, Co-Director of the Crime, Violence and 
Abuse Research Group, Deputy Head of Faculty, Durham University 
Dr Maggie O’Neill, Reader in Criminology, Durham University 
Dr Teela Sanders, Senior Lecturer in Sociology of Crime, University of Leeds 
Professor Phil Hubbard, Head of Department, Department of Geography, 
Loughborough University 
 
1 March 2010 
 

                                                 
4 There are many such academic papers in a peer-reviewed journals, for a good overview see 
Phoenix, J. 2009. Regulating Sex for Sale: Prostituion, Policy Reform and the UK. Bristol: 
Policy Press.  
 


